We investigate the impact velocity beyond which the ejection of smaller droplets from the main droplet (splashing) occurs for droplets impacting a smooth surface. We examine its dependence on the surface wetting properties and droplet surface tension. We show that the splashing velocity is independent of the wetting properties of the surface, but increases roughly linearly with increasing surface tension of the liquid. A preexisting splashing model is considered that predicts the splashing velocity by incorporating the air viscosity. The model is consistent with our data, but the calculation is complex. To address this issue, we propose a simplification, assuming atmospheric conditions and low viscosities, and show that the simplification gives an equally good prediction of the splashing velocity from a simple analytical formula.
We investigate the impact velocity beyond which the ejection of smaller droplets from the main droplet (splashing) occurs for droplets impacting a smooth surface. We examine its dependence on the surface wetting properties and droplet surface tension. We show that the splashing velocity is independent of the wetting properties of the surface, but increases roughly linearly with increasing surface tension of the liquid. A preexisting splashing model is considered that predicts the splashing velocity by incorporating the air viscosity. The model is consistent with our data, but the calculation is complex. To address this issue, we propose a simplification, assuming atmospheric conditions and low viscosities, and show that the simplification gives an equally good prediction of the splashing velocity from a simple analytical formula.
When impacting a dry, smooth surface, a droplet either spreads over the surface for low impact velocities or disintegrates into smaller droplets for high impact velocities. This so-called splashing phenomenon has been the subject of numerous studies for the last several decades and is of relevance for a wide range of practical applications like crop spraying [1, 2] , rain drops impacting on porous stones [3, 4] and forensic research [5] [6] [7] . The splashing velocity v sp is defined as the critical value of the impact velocity of the droplet beyond which splashing occurs. Many studies have tried to find an empirical relation between splashing velocity and fluid parameters [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and between splashing velocity and surface properties [14] [15] [16] [17] . In addition, Xu et al. [18] showed that the atmospheric conditions have a significant influence on droplet splashing [13, 17, 19] , implying that the air viscosity is also an important parameter. To include the air viscosity, Riboux and Gordillo recently proposed a theoretical model for impact and splashing on smooth surfaces [20] . They postulated that splashing occurs due to the break up of a small liquid film that lifts off the surface just after impact due to the lift force generated by the surrounding air. In the model, the fluid and substrate properties govern the splashing, as well as the air viscosity; in [20] quantitative agreement was found between the model and experiments on a single substrate.
Numerous studies have investigated splashing [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] ; however, the influence of the wetting properties of the surface has not been considered in detail. It has recently been shown that the wetting properties of the surface affect droplet spreading at low impact velocities [21, 22] . In the model of Riboux and Gordillo, the splashing velocity also depends on the surface properties [20] . The surface tension and the wetting properties of the surface * T.CdeGoede@uva.nl † D.bonn@uva.nl are closely linked through Young's Law [23] . Therefore, the dependence of the splashing velocity on the surface tension should also be taken into account.
In this paper, we systematically investigate the effect of the surface tension of the liquid and the wetting properties of the surface on the splashing velocity of the droplet. Using high-speed camera footage, we measure the splashing velocity of a set of ethanol-water mixtures impacting on different surfaces. We compare our results with the splashing model of Riboux and Gordillo [20] . Although the model is consistent with the experimental data, the calculation is complex and depends on several parameters that have to be inferred from the experimental conditions and have to be calculated separately. To address this shortcoming, we propose a simplification valid for low Ohnesorge numbers and atmospheric conditions, which is the situation that pertains to most practical applications and show that it predicts the splashing velocity very well.
In order to measure the splashing velocity v sp , droplet impacts were recorded using a high-speed camera (Phantom Miro M310). The droplets were generated from a blunt tipped needle (needle diameter 0.4 mm) using a syringe pump, where the needle was suspended above the substrate at a certain height. By systematically increasing the height of the needle, and checking whether the droplet merely spreads over the surface (Fig. 1a) or splashes ( Fig. 1b) for each height, we determined the initial droplet diameter D 0 and impact velocity v at the onset of splashing for each liquid. The fluid parameters of each liquid are given in Table I . Three surfaces were investigated: two hydrophilic surfaces (stainless steel and borosilicate glass) and one hydrophobic surface (parafilm).
The measured splashing velocities are plotted as function of surface tension in Fig. 1c . The graph shows that the splashing velocity increases roughly linearly with the liquid surface tension. For pure water droplets, no splashing was observed within the velocity range investigated here (0.1 < v < 4.7 m/s). No significant difference between the three evaluated surfaces is observed, implying that the splashing velocity is independent of the wetting properties of the substrate.
To describe splashing, the air viscosity needs to be considered. To do so, in [20] the ejection time t e (the moment a thin liquid sheet appears from the droplet after impact) is calculated numerically using the momentum balance equation:
where Re = ρRv µ and Oh = µ √ ρRσ are the Reynolds and Ohnesorge numbers, respectively; ρ the density, µ the viscosity, σ the surface tension, R the radius and v the impact velocity of the droplet. Using the ejection time, the velocity V t and thickness H t of the thin liquid sheet can be calculated:
Using the sheet velocity and thickness, the aerodynamic lifting force (see Fig. 2 ), consisting of the suction (∼ K l µ g V t ) and lubrication force (∼ K u ρ g V is caused by the negative pressure difference above the liquid sheet due to Bernoulli principle, while the lubrication force is generated by the air moving underneath the liquid sheet, creating a positive pressure difference that pushes the lamella upward. K u and K l are constants. While K u 0.3 was determined in [20] by numerical calculations, K l can be calculated using the sheet thickness, mean free path of the molecules λ in the surrounding air and the wedge angle α, which is the angle between the lifted sheet and the surface:
According to [20] , the wedge angle is equal to 60
• and should be dependent on the wetting properties of the surface [20] .
Having determined these parameters, a dimensionless number defined as the splashing ratio β is calculated, which indicates the magnitude of the aerodynamic forces needed to overcome the surface tension in order to break up the liquid sheet into smaller droplets:
Comparing Equations (1) and (4) to both their own experiments and previous work [13, 18, 26] , Riboux and Gordillo determined find that the value of the splashing ratio should be around 0.14.
To calculate the splashing velocity from the splashing model of Riboux and Gordillo, Equations (2a) and (2b) are substituted into Eq. (4), for which a quadratic equation for the splashing velocity can be found: where v sp is the splashing velocity.
To compare the splashing model with our experiments, we first calculate the ejection time for each ethanol-water mixture by substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (1). From the obtained ejection time, the splashing velocity can be determined using Eq. (5). The best fit of the splashing model on our data (green line, Fig. 1 ) was determined by minimising the sum of square residuals using the splashing ratio as a fit parameter. The obtained best fit value is equal to 0.127 ± 0.004, which is close to the value 0.14 found by Riboux and Gordillo. While the splashing model has been verified for borosilicate glass substrates before [13, 26] , our data for splashing on stainless steel and parafilm indicate that splashing should be independent of the wetting properties of the impacted surfaces.
The wetting properties of the surface should, according to [20] , determine the wedge angle α. Riboux and Gordillo however gave no argument why the value of the wedge angle should be 60
• . Therefore, to investigate the time dynamics of the wedge angle during splashing, we measure the wedge angle: in our experiments, we let ethanol droplets impact a stainless steel surface at an impact velocity comparable to the splashing velocity (v = v sp ). Recording the impact with the high-speed camera gives the time evolution of the liquid sheet expansion, which is depicted in Figures 2a to 2d . We observe that after the moment of the sheet ejection (Fig. 2a) , the liquid sheet starts to radially expand outward (Fig. 2b) . After a certain time, liquid fingers start to form at the edge of the sheet (Fig. 2c) , after which satellite droplets detach from the sheet (Fig. 2d) : splashing occurs.
From each recorded frame we extracted the instantaneous wedge angle, which is shown in Fig. 2e . In this graph, the wedge angle seems to increase linearly with time up until the moment of finger formation (Fig. 2c) . Assuming that the wedge angle keeps increasing linearly until droplet detachment, we can fit a simple linear function (α = At) to the data of Fig. 2e and extrapolate the wedge angle to the moment the droplets detach from the liquid sheet. Using this method, we obtain an average wedge angle of α = 59
• ± 8
• at the moment of droplet detachment (Fig. 2d) , which is almost identical to the value of the wedge angle postulated by Riboux and Gordillo. These results therefore show that the wedge angle given in [20] should be the wedge angle at the moment of droplet detachment, since the angle various continuously in time. The wedge angle at the moment of droplet detachment does not depend on the surface or the fluid, it is simply given by the air viscosity, which explains why the wetting properties are unimportant: the droplet appears to land on an air cushion. It was shown recently that the maximum radius of impacting drops in this high velocity impact regime does not depend on the substrate properties (wettability, roughness) either [22] , for the same reason. 
Consequently, the lamella thickness and spreading velocity are given by:
(7a)
where R = 
A final assumption, that was also suggested by Riboux and Gordillo, is that the lubrication force dominates over the suction force under atmospheric conditions [20] , implying that Eq. (4) can be simplified to:
Finally, by substituting the simplified terms of V t [Eq. (7a)] and K l [Eq. (9) ], β can be rewritten as a function of the splashing velocity v sp , initial diameter D 0 , density ρ, surface tension σ, wedge angle α and the viscosity of the air µ g :
Thus, it is possible to significantly simplify Riboux and Gordillo's splashing model for low Ohnesorge number fluids and assuming atmospheric conditions, where the splashing ratio is only dependent on the fluid parameters and the viscosity of the air, as the wedge angle seems to be identical for all smooth surfaces.
In order to compare the simplification with the experimental data, Eq. (11) can be rewritten into a simple analytical expression for the splashing velocity:
Then, the splashing velocity only depends on the density, surface tension and initial diameter of the droplet, the viscosity of the air, the wedge angle and the splashing ratio. The simplification (red dashed line) is plotted together with the experimental data and the full splashing model in Fig. 1c . Again, the splashing ratio was used as fitting parameter, where the best fit value of β is equal to 0.127±0.003, identical to the splashing ratio of the full splashing model. The simplification also gives an equally good prediction of the measured splashing velocity. Furthermore, the predicted values of the full splashing model and the simplification are similar, with the largest relative error of around 17.7 % [27] . Therefore, this result shows that the splashing velocity can be predicted easier compared to the full splashing model.
To summarise, we systematically investigated the influence of the surface tension of the droplet and wetting properties of the surface on the splashing velocity of droplets impacting a smooth surface. We showed that the wetting properties do not influence the splashing velocity. Second, we compared experimental with a preexisting splashing model and showed that the model can be applied to both hydrophilic as hydrophobic surfaces. By measuring the wedge angle, we confirmed that the wedge angle used in the splashing model is equal 60
• at the moment of droplet detachment from the liquid sheet. Finally, we proposed a simplification on the splashing model based on low Ohnesorge numbers and atmospheric conditions and obtained a simple equation for the splashing velocity, which both agree very well with the experimental data.
